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Pink Floyd - The Wall (1979)

Disc 1 01. In The Flesh? 02. The Thin Ice 03. Another Brick In The Wall, Pt. 1 04. The
Happiest Days Of Our Lives 05. Another Brick In The Wall, Pt. 2 06. Mother 07. Goodbye
Blue Sky 08. Empty Spaces 09. Young Lust 10. One Of My Turns 11. Don't Leave Me Now
12. Another Brick In The Wall, Pt. 3 13. Goodbye Cruel World
Disc 2 01. Hey
You 02. Is There Anybody Out There? 03. Nobody Home 04. Vera 05. Bring The Boys
Back Home 06. Comfortably Numb 07. The Show Must Go On 08. In The Flesh 09. Run
Like Hell 10. Waiting For The Worms 11. Stop 12. The Trial 13. Outside The Wall
Musicians:
David Gilmour – guitars, vocals, synthesisers, clavinet, sound effects
Nick
Mason – percussion
Roger Waters – vocals, guitars, synthesiser, sound effects
Richard
Wright – organ, piano, Rhodes electric piano, synthesisers, bass pedals

Roger Waters constructed The Wall, a narcissistic, double-album rock opera about an
emotionally crippled rock star who spits on an audience member daring to cheer during an
acoustic song. Given its origins, it's little wonder that The Wall paints such an unsympathetic
portrait of the rock star, cleverly named "Pink," who blames everyone -- particularly women -- for
his neuroses. Such lyrical and thematic shortcomings may have been forgivable if the album
had a killer batch of songs, but Waters took his operatic inclinations to heart, constructing the
album as a series of fragments that are held together by larger numbers like "Comfortably
Numb" and "Hey You." Generally, the fully developed songs are among the finest of Pink
Floyd's later work, but The Wall is primarily a triumph of production: its seamless surface,
blending melodic fragments and sound effects, makes the musical shortcomings and
questionable lyrics easy to ignore. But if The Wall is examined in depth, it falls apart, since it
doesn't offer enough great songs to support its ambition, and its self-serving message and shiny
production seem like relics of the late-'70s Me Generation. ---Stephen Thomas Erlewine,
allmusic.com
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Fifty words to describe this when all of my dear colleagues did such a fine job? Well, let me
explain why this does not get the maximum rating, then. Actually, it gets 4.5 stars but there are
moments I avoid on side 3 (from Is there Anybody out there? to Vera Lynn to Comfortably
Numb included - I overdosed on the last number).

I never bought the CD to replace my vinyl since I rarely have the urge to listen to this anymore (I
know every note by heart) and got the live version recently released (Is There Anybody Out
There?) instead which I think is superior. I also saw the film about twenty times, and always
wondered why the first number (depicting the death of Pink's father in WWII) never appeared
anywhere in the studio and live recordings.

So the debate is: which of the three versions should you not get: The Movie, the live version or
the original studio one? They've all got little plusses and a few minuses. The movie has the
images that help you grasp the story best and has the Corporal Fletcher Memorial track but is
with Geldof singing some tunes and lacks the superb Hey You! (it is in the bonus features,
though) . The studio version lacks the Fletcher track and the images but has the tracks as
originally sung. The live album is tremendous and a good rendition of the concerts and has an
extra track on it and has the false PF band playing. I got all three but will never have the studio
version in digital form.

As for that Immersion boxset of 2011 The boxset of this huge concept album is probably more
interesting than the WYWH one, not only because there are more discs, but it's more complete.
Aside the multi-speaker versions of the original albums, we're finding the Is There Anybody
There live album (released 10 years ago or so), the usual DVD video stuff, including three
documentary interviews (one concentrating about the movie) plus concert animation visuals and
a video-clip Another Brick of yesteryear. You might be pleased with the illustrated concert
picture book, and the other one concentrating on the album (lyrics, gatefold and piccies of the
project and memorabilia), but the huge foldable "poster" with the lyrics is absolutely useless. If
you already own the studio and live versions, the more interesting discs are the
work-in-progress tracks, where some of these tracks are in a very different state than the final
version. Very interesting to hear once or twice, but your mileage will vary on these, but most
likely it won't get regular spins. The only thing positive about the oversized width of these
Immersion boxes is that you'll find space for the Parker movie DVD package, which is sadly
missing here. Hardly essential, unless you have nothing about this huge and bombastic concept
album. ---Sean Trane, progarchives.com
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